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 Un tesson d'éternité

A SHARD  
OF ETERNITY
Anna Gauthier leads a quiet, sheltered existence between 
her pharmacy, her villa overlooking the ocean, and her 
close-knit family. But then an incident occurs and her son 
Léo, a high-school student with no prior history, gets caught 
up in the justice system. Anna is powerless as she watches 
her world fall apart around her, a world she built up brick by 
brick, carefully measuring each step to maintain complete 
control. What happens when a grain of sand jams up the 
machine and shatters all pretense?

9782709668644 | 2021 | 272 pages 
 13,5 x 20,5 cm | 20.00 €

 Haute saison

HIGH SEASON
At the reception desk of the Laguna Club, Germain welco-
mes new arrivals to this holiday resort, where families can 
relax, enjoy the summer, and forget their problems, both 
large and small. But what can such different people have in 
common? Between volleyball games, Nordic walking, and 
“entertainment nights,” how can these vacationers, living 
in such close quarters, find a way to break the ice despite 
the secrets they brought along in their baggage?

9782709668620 | 2021 | 320 pages 
 13,5 x 20,5 cm | 19.90 €

Literature & Fiction

Adèle Bréau

A holiday resort in  
the heart of summer. Four 
lonely people who never 
should have met. A story  
of friendship and redemption 
under the sunshine.

Literature & Fiction

Valérie Tong-Cuong

An uncompromising novel 
about a social facade  
that suddenly disintegrates;  
a fascinating reflection  
on the roots of evil.
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 Satisfaction

SATISFACTION
After the war for independence, Madame Akli settled in Al-
giers for Brahim, her husband. With their son, they live in a 
house in the city, where her identical days flow into weeks. In 
a diary, she writes down that which she can’t say to anyone. 
Like the terrifying war that is secretly brewing at the end 
of the 70s, everything is hidden, suspended. Until the day 
she meets Bruce and Catherine, and Madame Akli allows 
herself to be carried away.

9782709667029 | 2021 | 288 pages 
 13,5 x 20,5 cm | 20.00 €

 Le gibier : Une meute  
ne lâche jamais sa proie

THE HUNTED
A PACK NEVER STOPS  
CHASING ITS PREY
30 years after the end of Apartheid, who have the Furies, 
goddesses of punishment, come to avenge in Paris? 
Convinced that the biologist Chloé Tarense is innocent, the 
detective Starski will do everything in his power to find out 
who is after her. But new murders are committed, and all 
the evidence points to her. Starski slowly realizes that he is 
always one step behind the killers. Worse, he might have 
become their prey himself…

Le Masque | 9782702449851 | 2021 
396 pages |  13,5 x 20,5 cm | 21.90 €

Literature & Fiction

Nicolas Lebel

A brilliant thriller  
and a fast-paced investigation 
led by an unforgettable pair  
of detectives.

Literature & Fiction

Nina Bouraoui

After the success of Otages, 
Nina Bouraoui brings to life 
a new, radiant female voice, 
that of Madame Akli.
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 Ces orages-là

THOSE 
THUNDERSTORMS
Clémence is 30 years old when, driven by the energy of 
despair, she manages to escape a toxic relationship. Three 
years trying to believe in true love, three years during which 
she felt herself slowly dwindling to nothing. Today she lives 
as a recluse, without friends or family, in a small crumbling 
house whose yard resembles a jungle. How can she conti-
nue, every minute of every day, to resist the temptation to 
go back to him?

9782709668521 | 2021 | 300 pages 
 13,5 x 20,5 cm | 20.00 €

Literature & Fiction

Sandrine Collette

A visceral novel about 
obsession, bolstered  
by the brutal and tense 
writing that distinguishes 
Sandrine Collette.
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